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HE earliest stalls in England still in existence
in a fragmentary condition, date from the first
half of the thirteenth century, and the general plan
and shaping of that date was constantly adhered to
until the suppression of the monasteries and long
after in post-Reformation days.
The position of the stallwork was generally in
the choir and the seating was ranged against the
north and south walls, returning across the choir
entrance against the screen to face the altar. The
same plan was followed whether the church was
cathedral, monastic, collegiate, or parochial. It is a
mistake to suppose the existence of stallwork proves
either monastic or collegiate origin ; it was quite as
usual in the parish church, and in Cheshire the
magnificent church of Nantwich with its vaulted
chancel, fitted with tabernacled stalls, was at the
time of its erection no more than a chapel of ease
to Acton. The local story that the stallwork was
brought from either Combermere or Vale Royal at
the suppression is erroneous; both Mr. Howard
and I have examined it and it bears every mark of
having been constructed to fill its present position.
One might as well be told the whole fabric of the
chancel had been imported bodily from the same
85
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place. Occasionally a statement of this description
is founded on fact, especially in the north of
England, where the love of the old religion was
still general, and we have instances at Whalley in
Lancashire, where in the chancel of the parish
church is set up some of the Stallwork from the
dismantled Abbey church, lacking the second tiers
of canopy work and incomplete, but still beautiful ;
also at Richmond in Yorkshire, where the stalls
came from the neighbouring abbey of Easby. But
general stories of the kind can be discredited.
There were various ways of arranging the stalls.
If the chancel walls had open arches they were
sometimes worked in sections and fitted within
each arch, to increase the apparent width of the
chancel; more often they were run on the inner side
of the wall in continuous sequence with boarded
and panelled backs to keep out the draught. At
the west end of the chancel the stalls were returned,
a door space being left in the centre. These were
sometimes returned to fit in with the side stalls,
leaving a gap between the stalls and the screen, or
they were placed against the screen, and when the
church was monastic against the stone pulpitum, as
was formerly the case at Chester.
The most honourable positions in order of
precedence for those occupying the stalls were
generally the following: first seat right of door,
abbot or dean; first seat left of door, prior or
precentor; end seat nearest the altar on the south
side, the chancellor; the same on the north side,
the treasurer; followed by the seats nearest the
dean and precentor.
Benches were rarely placed for the singing boys,
but occasionally we find them constructed into the
stall fronts e.g. at Sefton in Lancashire the fronts
are designed to form little canopied niches for the
boys to sit in ; but desks for the boys were un-
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known. The crowded appearance of many modern
chancels is due to there being far too many singing
boys, and to the extra furniture required to house
them comfortably to modern ideas.
The stalls were constructed on a raised platform
of wooden joists and timbering surrounded, by a
base mould generally of stone; often pierced in
ornamental patterns to insure ventilation and
prevent dry rot to the timber construction under
the floor; possibly also for acoustic reasons. The
seats themselves are of ample proportions, generally
2 feet 4 inches from centre to centre; the seat
about -17 inches from the ground and 15 inches
from back to front. Each seat is so constructed
that it will tip up in a similar fashion to the
modern theatre seat, the underside being formed
with a little ledge about four inches wide, generally
supported by a carved bracket cut in the solid,
which served as a support to the infirm during
the long periods of standing occasioned by the
numerous daily services. The seat is either hinged
in the ordinary way or constructed with wooden
pivots working in the elbow partitions, which
are sunk in the form of a quadrant for the seat to
move in.
The seating is massive in construction. The
partitions or elbows are cut out of thick planks
notched into the cross bar at the back from which
the seat tips, and are housed into a capping three
to four inches thick, cut out of a wide plank and
sawn into semi-circular shape, with a moulded edge,
to form each individual stall. The back is constructed of thin boarding on the slope and the
capping is generally raked with a little upward tilt
towards the front. The elbow partitions are sawn
into a graceful shape, swinging back in a quick
curve from the capping and coming forward again
into an elbow generally carved with a knop of
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foliage where the hand rests when sitting; the
moulding continues down to the seat line, where it
dies into a cap forming the head of the pillar rising
from the ground. The termination of the seating
is usually hidden by a half bench end, sloping
upwards into the panelled back, as on either side
the doorway at Chester; while the eastern ends
are framed up into the canopies above, as at
Nantwich.
The fronts of the stalls support a wide desk,
placed at a convenient height for kneeling, and are
treated with panelled decoration on the front side
with applied tracery heads and dividing buttresses ;
the earlier ones have arcading in the solid. Later
examples are often decorated with "linenfold
pattern," as at Astbury. The fronts are broken by
gangways placed at suitable distances to enable the
occupiers of the stalls to reach their places without
disturbing each other.
The occupants did not
come in procession to service, but each went
straight to his seat on entering the building.
The stall-ends terminating the desks are often
truly magnificent. They are constructed out of
planks three to four inches thick and are seldom
framed up in any way excepting the tenon joint
into the base mould. At the top the sides curve
inwards, terminating in a poupee of foliage or
heads. If a seat was framed into the desk fronts
the bench end had a projecting elbow at a low
level, the back row of seats being higher than the
second row. The flat surface of the stall-end is
treated in many ways: some are left plain, others
have tracery cut upon them and a few have figure
subjects and heraldry carved with much wealth of
detail. The most important seat had the finest
stall-end. The present dean's stall at Chester is
carved with the stem of Jesse and the coronation
of the Virgin.
Not only is the tree of Jesse
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portrayed on the surface of the end but it spreads
itself upon the mouldings as well with rich effect.
The conclusion reached by the examination of
stall-seating is that from a designer's point of view
the stalls are excellent, for they are well proportioned,
and comfortable to use when either kneeling, sitting,
or standing.
Though stalls were employed in the greater
churches from the first, it was not until the fifteenth
century that stalling became general in the lesser
fabrics. Panelling was often used behind the stalls,
particularly in the greater churches with large
triforiums, which must have been both cold and
windy. In addition to the panelling at the back, it
was imperative to shield the heads of the monks or
canons from the downward draughts. A form of
tester was early adopted which from a quite simple
covering, grew year by year more elaborate and
beautiful until it reached its zenith in the tabernacled
canopies of the fifteenth century, especially those
erected in the north of England.
The earliest canopies which call for attention are
those at Winchester, dating about 1305. In construction and detail they are imitations of the stonemason's craft. They are designed as a double
screen, with a vault between; the front screen is
an open arcade, each arch embracing two stalls and
being filled with geometrical tracery. The arch is
surmounted by a tall gable decorated with crockets
and finishing with a finial, and each gable is divided
from its neighbour by a pinnacled buttress.
Another series of the same type, but of the
second half of the Decorated period (about 1340) is
at Lancaster. The arch gives place to the ogee,
the geometrical tracery to the flamboyant, and an
ogee is placed over each single stall. The gable
grows taller and more slender, the pinnacled buttress
larger and more prominent, and the foliated decora-
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tion runs riot. Never have we had such fertility of
invention before or since, but the whole work from
first to last is the art of the mason imitated by the
worker in wood. At Gloucester (1350) another stage
is reached. The panelling grows into prominence,
and is framed up into traceried heads in screenlike fashion. The ogee now bows forward over the
seat in a half canopy ; above this is placed an open
spire with a pinnacled buttress on each side.
There are other intermediate stages, but it is not
a far cry from Gloucester to Lincoln (1370), where
the woodworker comes to his own, and, abandoning
all servile copying of the mason (having in the meantime discovered the possibilities of his own medium),
soars aloft untrammelled. Up to this point he had
used stone construction, suited to heavy blocks of
material but unsafe for the lighter wood. Now,
instead of dowels he morticed and tenoned his
joints, thinned down his materials and set to work
in a craftsmanlike manner, designing the work to
obtain the best results out of his materials. The
result is admirable in every way. The bowing ogee
at Gloucester becomes a canopy of little tapering
gables and crocketed pinnacles, a real canopy over
the stall. The traceried window becomes an oriel
from which rises a niche finished with the Gloucester
spire, but refined into elegance, the heavy clumsiness
of the work disappearing ; the chrysalis had become
a butterfly, and having once reached the sunshine
it soon expanded its wings.
At Chester ten years later we see the Lincoln
conception glorified; the ogee archlets are placed
in front of the little gables, the upper niche becomes
three-sided instead of two, and its canopy is a
miniature reproduction of the one below. There is
a feeling that the work has been done for the mere
delight of doing it.
Ten years later again (1390) Nantwich put up
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its stalls, and here the high-water mark of composition was reached. The two-storied idea of Lincoln
and Chester is for the moment abandoned, and the.
design is welded into a harmonious whole. The
lower canopy is of the Lincoln type with the real
Perpendicular feeling; the artist throws his inspiration into the upper part of the canopy ; instead of a
single niche backed by flat pierced traceried panels,
three niches appear, the centre one towering above
the others, each being six-sided, coming down on
to the head of the stall canopy; the capping is a
forest of gables and pinnacles.
The result is
admirable from every point of view, and leaves
nothing further to be desired.
From this point the stall design reverted back to
the two-tier motif, which became more accentuated
in the succeeding years, at Carlisle (1433) and
Ripon (1500), until Manchester is reached (1508),
where a new inspiration was found and the stallwork made homogeneous by the placing of a
graceful fretted tester over the upper pinnacled
niches, framing in the whole and providing a dark
background against which the delicacy of the
carving could be seen to advantage. At Beverley
they have destroyed the tester and placed animated
puppets in the niches with dire results; the capacity
for spoiling beautiful work seems to be the evil
genius of this generation.
The dual story continued until the Suppression,
1539, but it was not until' the Restoration in 1660,
when Bishop Cosin adorned Durham choir with a
set of stalls (in which the true spirit of Gothic still
appears in perhaps rather alien form) that the twotier motif is abandoned and once more the canopy
becomes unified in a design which, for general effect,
will bear comparison with the best productions of
the Gothic period.
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THE STALLS AT CHESTER
The architectural history of the choir of St.
Werburgh's monastery, commonly called the
cathedral, is an interesting one. There are architectural proofs that originally the choir extended to
the western arch of the crossing, where the pulpitum
was erected, and that the rood screen stood one
bay farther west in the nave; but in King's Vale
Royal, issued in 1656, the plan of the church shows
the pulpitum built under the tower a couple of yards
west of the eastern arch. This evidently was its
position at the Suppression ; and it is quite reasonable to suggest that when the choir aisles were
extended eastwards in Perpendicular times, allowing
the processional path to be taken across the western
bay of the Lady Chapel in place of the eastern bay
of the choir, the high altar was placed against the
east wall and, owing to the friction existing between
the monks and the parishioners of St. Oswald's,
who worshipped in the south transept, the monks
decided to withdraw their choir within the eastern
limb of the church.
At all events the pulpitum remained in the
position shown in the plan of 1656 until Dean
Anson's time (1839-67).
He remodelled the
choir and removed the stalls as far west as the
tbwer arch looking into the nave, where they were
allowed to remain for only a few years. There is a
fine plate of the choir looking west (in 1814) in
Charles Wild's Chester, which is interesting as
showing the state of the choir before Anson's time
and also the clerestory windows, of the Cheshire
variety of uncusped Perpendicular, taken out by
Scott.
After Anson's death Howson was appointed
dean ; and Sir Gilbert Scott being called in, with
much zeal proceeded with his wholesale drastic
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alterations to the fabric. The stalls were once
more removed, this time to the eastern arch of the
crossing, shortening the choir by a couple of yards
from its original position. This change entailed the
entire removal of the stone pulpitum, fragments of
which are used as a backing to the stalls. Scott
also blocked up the processional path through the
Lady Chapel by destroying two bays of the south
choir aisle to enable him to erect there one of his
fantastic and imaginary reconstructions, with the
result that any person wishing to walk from the
north to the south aisle must now do so before
the sanctuary steps.
It is wonderful how the delicate stallwork has
withstood the ravages of this repeated reshuffling,
especially to those who understand its construction.
But although we blame Scott for much, things
might easily have been worse. The Dean was
strongly in favour of abolishing the return stalls in
addition to the pulpitum, pushing them back against
the side walls contiguously with the rest, and thereby
gaining " the open vista " that mirage which has
haunted the meddlesome minds of the modern
restoring architects and parsons from the time of
Wyatt at Salisbury to the present day. If this had
happened, Chester would have shared with Lichfield
and Hereford in the horrors of a Skidmore triumphal
arch in iron and metal gilt, studded with glass
gems, straddling across the choir entrance, similar
in texture and design to the canopy over Bishop
Pearson's effigy hidden behind the organ in the
north transept. To the removal of the return
stalls Scott, to his credit, would not agree. He
backed them with an inoffensive wooden screen, so
constructed as to allow the maximum of peeping
through with the minimum of discomfort to the
peeped upon. He thoroughly restored the stalls,
took them to pieces, pickled them to remove the
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paint and varnish, and supplied all the missing
details ; but by a piece of almost incredible folly
he cut away all the standards supporting the
canopies, leaving these without support and so
marring the design by giving to the whole a topheavy horizontal feeling in place of the sturdy
forest-like growth. These standards are shown in
a photograph (in the possession of Precentor
W right) taken before the restoration to have been
of buttress form, breaking out towards the top into
four-sided little crocketed gables having affinity
with the Lincoln type.
The present arrangement of the stall-ends and
seating is Scott's, and we do not know their
original form. At present there are nine stall-ends
with arms, one arm being new, a new stall-end with
an old arm, and seven ends without arms. All the
others are modern. The stall-ends have new tall
carved bases to raise them to the height required
for Scott's new levels, and (as shown in Precentor
Wright's photograph) their positions have been reversed. A portion of the applied tracery of the old
fronts has been worked into the modern fittings of
the top row, the desks having also been heightened.
As already stated, the stallwork at Chester dates
about the year 1380, when Richard II. was on the
throne, and the canopies come, in order of design,
between Lincoln and Nantwich. They are of the
tabernacled variety, more general in the north of
England than elsewhere, viz. Lincoln, Chester, .
Nantwich, Carlisle, Manchester, Ripon, Beverley,
Whalley, St. Asaph, York, until the great fire, and
(in post-Reformation days) Durham.
It would be
interesting to work out whether the plentiful supply
of timber or its scarcity in certain districts influenced
the quality as well as the quantity of woodwork in
our churches.
The design is really in two stories, which was
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accentuated in the later canopies, but was not so
apparent at Lincoln and Chester. The main idea
is an oriel window, pierced with square-headed
tracery lights on its three sides, and crowned by
a pierced parapet of quatrefoils surmounted by
battlements; below the oriel and several inches in
front of it on its three sides are acutely pointed
crocketed gables, finishing with a finial rising well
above the parapet of the window. At each of the
corners is an elaborate pinnacled buttress, divided
a third of the way up by brattishing and set cornerwise to the oriel. In front of the acutely pointed
gables are set other gables, this time of ogee
form, bowing forward and also crocketed, the whole
forming the canopy over the stall, which overhangs
23 inches. The second story is of simpler form.
On the top of the oriel is placed the base of a
six-sided niche, which to the eye appears to be a
little roof to the. oriel; and from this rises a tall
slender niche with open tracery on three of its
sides, transomed half-way up and covered by an
elaborate three-sided canopy constructed of little
dual gables, a reproduction in miniature of the
larger canopy below. It is surmounted by a soaring
spirelet, also crocketed, reminding one of the lovely
font-covers of the eastern side of England. On
either side of the niche are shaped panels of pierced
tracery, transomed and brattished. The stalls are
divided from each other by two main pinnacled
buttresses, one behind the other. The front one,
now truncated, but formerly the continuation of the
standards, now destroyed. The two are joined
together by a flying buttress, the whole producing
a forest of pinnacles and spires of great richness
and luxuriance to the eye. In the Lincoln set the
canopies of the second story are diamond-shaped,
not six-sided, and the bowing ogee in front of the
gable is omitted altogether.
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Over the doorway is a large overhanging canopy
(being the pulpit from which the pulpitum or stone
screen was named), in which the wealth of detail
exhibited in this work culminates. It is divided
into five canopies smaller than those over the
stalls, and the upper story is designed with three
canopies in place of the one, each with its spire of
more slender pattern and delicate grace; the whole
a little spoilt by Scott's heavy traceried and crocketed
dome, under which he placed part of the organ on
his western screen, and which can unfortunately be
seen from inside the choir.
The foliage carving of the whole work is
wonderfully varied and unhackneyed, full of vigour
and charm, with the freshness of its inspiration
unsullied. It has not quite crystallized into the
formal Perpendicular but retains traces of the
preceding style. The foliage of the Decorated
period was generally too natural and imitative of
nature; the full-blown Perpendicular too formal
and subservient to its architectural setting, but the
transition as caught in the Chester stalls has the
virtues of both and the vices of neither. A number
of gables were replaced in later times, no one seems
to know when. They are easily picked out on
account of their heavy and dull carving, which is
but a weak and feeble imitation of their surroundings.
The panelled backs are fitted with tracery heads,
which form ogee arches subdivided into three
divisions by two small pillars with caps and bases,
from which springs the delightfully complicated
vaulting beneath the canopies. The bases of the
pillars rest on corbels of diversified nature, principally human figures. One of them illustrates the
Annunciation, the angel on one corbel and the
Virgin on the other; another, the story of the
Grey Goose; both mutilated.
Many of these
corbels have been renewed, but it is easy to see
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which are the genuine ones. The panels are
inches across and the dividing moulding 4^- inches.
The height from the capping of the seats to the
spring of the vault is 3 feet 7 inches.
Having already described the construction of
stall seating, I will give a few particulars of the
Chester series. The height from the floor to the
top of the capping is 3 feet 7 inches. The capping
is sawn out of a board 4^ inches thick, and 19 to 20
inches wide; it varies in length, one piece measuring 13 feet. The partition or elbow is 3^ inches
thick, and there seems to have been no stint of
large timbering for constructional purposes. The
centering of the stalls is 2 feet 4 inches, and the
dean's and precentor's 2 feet 9 inches. The hand
rests of the elbows form an interesting series of
designs, including heraldic beasts such as the
chained and collared antelope gripping the
mouldings with his legs, and a double stork also
collared and well designed ; the head of a young
monk, sadly mutilated but vigorous in cutting ; and
a lady with the horned head-dress of the period, with
the devil of pride between her horns and the devil
of arrogance on her breast. The returned corners
were always difficult to arrange, but are well
designed at Chester. They are carved with a
king's head on the north side and an archangel on
the south, feathered, with three pairs of wings.
The misericords are 16^ inches from the floor,
and average 2 feet wide and 13 inches deep. They
are all tip-up seats and have a carved bracket on the
underside. The moulding round the head of the
bracket terminates in a stem with foliage, griffin,
or some subject relating to the incident depicted in
the centre. There are forty-three remaining and
five either blank or with modern carvings upon
them. There is a report that the original five were
destroyed by order of Dean Howson, because he
H
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disapproved of the subject-matter depicted. The
technical excellence of this series reaches the highwater mark of misericord carvings in England.
Later, the carver seemed to feel his art was lost
under the seats, and by the end of the fifteenth
century the sets remaining show a marked falling
away in style and cutting.
The stall-ends at Chester are a fine series.
They are cut from solid chunks of oak from 4^- to
4^ inches in thickness, and about 15 inches wide.
All the ends have had new carved bases applied to
them to raise them to the height required for
modern ideas of worship. The dean's stall has
already been described. The precentor's is not so
elaborate; small pelicans are carved on the mouldings with a pelican in her piety on the arm. The
stall-end on the north side at the eastern termination
is another stem of Jesse, with Jesse asleep on the
arm and the genealogy displayed on the mouldings,
while tracery is cut on the face of the bench. On
the side tenoned into the fronts, above the desk, is
carved a representation of the Annunciation. Many
of the stall-ends have carving on the top of the
inner side, an angel, animal, or foliage only. The
Chester type of design," with the moulding decorated
with carving and traceried sides, is an extremely
beautiful one. The elbows have many quaint conceits carved on them. The Elephant and Castle is
one; it is quite evident the carver was not working
from anything he had seen, but from the illuminations
in the Bestiaries (books on natural history full of
imagination and incorrect drawing). One with a lion
swallowing a wodeman, or possibly a representation
of the mouth of hell, is attached to a stall-end with
an unusual type of poupee-head, four-square on plan
and rich in detail. The stall-ends without elbows
have subject-matter carved on the mouldings, and
in some cases terminate in elaborate poupee-heads.
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NANTWICH
The Nantwich stalls can be dated ten or twenty
years later than those of Chester. In the general
design of the canopies they show a marked,
superiority to Chester, but in execution are decidedly
inferior, as might be expected in a building which
was a chapel of ease as compared with one of the
great abbeys. The planning is unusual. Instead
of the return stalls being at right-angles to the sides
they are placed against the great piers of the central
tower with happy effect. They are bound in at the
west by a low stone screen, to which is attached a
beautiful Perpendicular stone pulpit; the steps
belonging to it are placed to come down on the
chancel side of the screen against the first stall-end.
As the building was parochial there was no stone
pulpitum shutting away the chancel from the nave,
and the rood screen arrangements here are obscure.
The stalls are twenty in number, eight on each
side and four return stalls which are wider than the
rest on plan. The canopy design differs considerably from Chester. Instead of one canopied
niche in the upper part flanked by flat pierced
tracery windows, there are three niches, the bases
coming down directly on to the head of the lower
canopy, reducing the two-story idea to a minimum.
The oriel window projecting from the flat panelled
back disappears, the niche bases of six-sided form with
pierced tracery taking their place with rich effect.
The lower canopy resembles Chester in general
outline, but the outer bowing ogee is omitted, and
the pinnacled corner buttresses are of two stories,
having a gable with crockets half-way up in place of
the brattishing at Chester, to their improvement.
There is no indication of canopy standards, and the
front great buttress is omitted, only the back one
being retained to mark the division of each canopy.
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The three upper niches, the centre one towering
above the other two, are capped by canopies having
three little crocketed gablets with tall pinnacles at
the corners rising well above the gables, and the
bowing ogees are omitted. The pierced traceried
backs of the niches are untransomed, giving a finer
line and adding to the apparent height and dignity
of the design. The absence of the spirelet is not
appreciably felt, owing to the added height of the
central niche.
Whereas the Chester stall-work shows considerable traces of the early fourteenth century, Nantwich
comes under the well-developed Perpendicular in-'
fluence.
The design of the Nantwich canopies
touches the high-water mark of the tabernacled
varieties which have survived to the present day.
The total height of the stalls from the raised floor
to the top of the centre canopy is 14 feet 3 inches;
from the floor to the canopies 8 feet. The canopies
project 22 inches, and the vaults are cut out of a
solid block of oak. The gilt bosses are of metal
affixed to the woodwork. The panelled backs are
of similar type to Chester. The upper part is filled
with applied tracery forming an ogee arch, and subdivided into a centre panel with a lesser panel on
either side by two small half shafts, with caps and
bases, from which part of the vaulting springs filling
the underside of the lower canopies. The bases rest
on small corbels carved with a variety of figure
subjects. The tracery is a little later in type than
Chester, and more thoroughly Perpendicular in
character. The panelling measures 28 inches from
centre to centre, and the return stalls 35 inches.
The height from the capping of the seating to the
capping of the half pillar is 3 feet 11 inches.
The stall seating is similar to Chester, the capping
is 4f inches in thickness, and the moulding has an
added member in the centre. The little caps into
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which the elbow mouldings terminate are a little
more elaborate. The carving of the hand-rests is
diversified and interesting, and is as well cut. The
seats measure 29 inches from centre to centre, and
the returns 35 inches. The elbow partitions are
4§ inches in thickness. The stallwork, both east'
and west, is terminated by a projecting buttressed
screen 18 inches wide and 4^ inches in thickness,
rising to the full height of the canopies, with two
pinnacled standards, the higher one behind, the
space between them filled with carved tracery panels,
giving an excellent finish. The misericords are
twenty in number, and are well designed. The
top moulding is cut in such a way that its top
member recedes towards the seat, adding to the
comfort of those using it. The subjects portrayed
are varied, and principally secular in character. The
seats are 21^- inches from the floor, 24 inches wide,
12 inches deep, and 5^ inches in thickness through
the bracket. The stall-ends to the desks are four
in number, without elbows, the face side carved with
good tracery ; and they terminate in poupee-heads.
They are 4^ inches in thickness and 14^ inches
wide. Eight inches of the base is new. There are
no gangways as at present constituted, and the
fronts are apparently of Scott's time.
Before leaving Nantwich one must protest against
the fate which has overtaken this lovely woodcraft.
During the Rev. Mr. Jackson's time the canopy
work was smeared over with shellac dissolved in oil,
and its present appearance is glistering and sticky,
and hopeless to remove by any ordinary means.
MINOR PAROCHIAL STALLS
We now come to the consideration of the minor
parochial stallwork remaining in the county, viz.
Great Budworth, Bebington, Malpas, and Astbury.
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The nearest approach to a chancel as it would have
appeared in the fifteenth century is at Gresfqrd in
Denbighshire, just over the border, with its coved
rood screen stretching across the nave, the parclose
screens dividing the chancel from the side chapels,
the stalls against the east side of the screen returning
on the north and south sides of the chancel, complete
with their desk fronts, stall-ends, and misericords.
Unfortunately the chancel is crowded up with extra
furniture for the singing boys. Astbury has the
only parochial chancel in Cheshire approaching a
complete state (excepting, of course, Nantwich),
but some stalls have been destroyed to make way
for the organ ; here again the chancel is filled with
additional furniture which mars its arrangement and
dignity. In the lesser churches, where money was
not forthcoming, the chancel was often fitted with
benches on the north and south walls of the stallwork, reserving the more dignified stalls with
elbows and subsellia for the returns on the east side
of the screen facing the altar.
GREAT BUDWORTH. What little remains of the
stallwork here presents an interesting problem. It
has been turned out of the chancel and placed in
the Warburton Chapel without regard for its real
purpose. The stalls are five in number, with two
desk fronts with their stall-ends. Ormerod states
in his history " that on each side of the chancel are
ten ancient carved oak stalls with subsellia." We
have therefore to note the disappearance of fifteen
stalls since his time (1819).
The construction and mouldings of these stalls
point to an early date, and are similar to those at
Hemingborough in Yorkshire and Kidlington in
Oxfordshire, both ascribed to the thirteenth century.
The thin partition elbows and the moulding of the
capping all indicate early work, and the misericords
are in keeping. I think we may confidently place
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these stalls with the earliest ecclesiastical woodwork
to be found in Cheshire. They were originally
backed and canopied, the mortice holes in the
capping at the back and the circular holes where
the turned pillars were inserted on the elbow tops
are still in situ, in addition to cuts in the piers of
the chancel arcades. The centering of the stalls is
25^- inches; from back to front i7f inches; total
height 3 feet 5 inches. The capping is 3^ inches in
thickness, the elbow partitions i^ inches in thickness,
height of the seat from the ground 17 inches, the
seat 24 by 15 inches, width with bracket 5 inches.
The two remaining desk fronts are of the fifteenth
century. The stall-ends are decorated with Perpendicular tracery, and half-way down are broken
by a brattished transom. They show unmistakable
signs of having been buttressed out on the front
edge. The poupee-heads are large and coarse and
of poor design. The ends are 4 feet high, 14^
inches wide as at present, and 4 inches in thickness.
It is said there are two other bench-ends preserved
at Norton Priory.
The fronts measure 7 feet
5 inches in length ; they are 26 inches in height,
and the desk is 14^ inches in width and 4 inches
in thickness. The fronts are now denuded of the
tracery heads and panel divisions which were formerly
attached to them, but can be clearly traced in the
faded paint still clinging to the boarding. The
centering of this tracery was 7^ inches. In the
centre of the top of each desk is a mortice hole 3 by
i |r inches in diameter, which formerly held the
singing lectern round which the choristers were
grouped, the desks themselves being used when
kneeling only.
Altogether the fragments at Great Budworth are
of first-class importance, and every care should be
taken to preserve what is left from further destruction
and neglect.
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MALPAS. Of this church Ormerod states: "In
the chancel are twelve ancient oak stalls." When
Sir Stephen Glynne visited the church he recorded :
"The stalls are in fine preservation." The stallwork here resolves itself on examination into three
mediaeval stalls of the fifteenth century, probably of
the first half. They are of the usual type, but rough
and coarse in execution. There are some other
stalls, but they are later imitations and need not
concern us here.
The elbow carvings are quite good and the three
misericords, of decent workmanship, are strongly
reminiscent of the Nantwich series. They possess
the same receding top moulding worked in concave
sections. The stalls have undergone much mutilation. They have been reduced in depth, and new
boarding of the tongued and grooved variety has
been placed behind the seats at an uncomfortable
angle. Altogether they have suffered much from
unsympathetic hands. There are no original desks
or stall-ends in this church.
LOWER BEBINGTON. Here again only three
stalls are left, and they date from the first half of the
fifteenth century. They have been reconstructed,
the elbows and subsellia alone being old. The capping is modern and cut on a smaller centering than
the original design, entailing the shortening of the
subsellia even to cutting across the carving of the
side subjects. Total height 3 feet 4 inches. The
present centering is 24 inches and the capping is af
inches thick. The backs of the stalls have been
renewed in tongued and grooved boards ugly in
effect.
The shaping of the elbows is a little different from
those at Malpas; the mouldings are broader and
flatter, and the workmanship is a little crude. The
knobs of the elbows are interesting, two of them
being rosettes. The elbow partitions are $\ inches

ASTBURY.
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in thickness and the seats 18 inches from the ground.
There are three misericords with carved brackets
fitted to these seats and two brackets sawn away
from their setting and nailed up on the wall of the
tower vestry, used as lamp supports. These represent a sow with litter and a mask.
There are no desks remaining, but four stall-ends,
incorporated into the new chancel fittings, are
mediaeval, and no doubt formed part of the original
design. They measure 4 feet 3 inches high, 15
inches wide, and 3 inches in thickness. The poupeeheads are of unusual form, with two rosettes planted
on to the mouldings near the head, of similar type
to those on the elbows. The faces of the stall-ends
are covered with thin tracery of Perpendicular
design. The mouldings round the edge are very
rough and uneven. In the chancel is a seat, the
sides of which are constructed from the remains of
two seat-ends, with poupee-heads and tracery carved
on their sides ; they measure 3 feet 9 inches high,
i foot wide, and ^ inches in thickness. There is
also a poupee-head, composed of angels bearing
shields, in the tower vestry.
ASTBURY. The stallwork in this church is the
latest in date of the Cheshire series, being about
1480. The chancel is undivided architecturally from
the nave as at Gresford, but the division is marked
in both cases by fine rood-screens, which have
many points of similarity, opening up an interesting
study in local influences and types; the parcloses
are distinctly Welsh in character, and the quantity
of mediaeval woodwork in the church, its roofs, doors,
screens, stalls, and lectern, together with its postReformation furniture, make it the richest and most
interesting church in the county.
The stalls are on the north and south of the
chancel and are returned against the screen. They
are of local construction, not very carefully shaped,
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and with no elaborate mouldings; the seats, although
they tip up, are without brackets on their underside,
either carved or plain. The desk fronts and stallends are in situ, with a gangway on either side.
The stall-ends are without elbows, but have their
surfaces carved with Perpendicular tracery of good
design and execution, and terminate in poupee-heads.
They are eight in number. In the south chapel is
a ninth worked up into later pewing with a poupeehead formed out of three Tudor roses delightfully
carved. The fronts are panelled out in simple
fashion and the panels filled with linen-fold pattern.
With the exception of a bench-end at Baddiley
and an odd stall in the baptistery under the tower of
the church at Middlewich, of foreign type and coarse
execution, probably placed there with many other
pieces of furniture by the late Archdeacon Wood,
who was an ardent collector, this concludes, as far
as I am aware, the remains of mediaeval stallwork
existing in the churches of Cheshire.
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